Testing multi-photon interference on a silicon chip
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Multi-photon interference in large multi-port interferometers is key to linear optical quantum computing and in particular to boson sampling. Silicon photonics enables complex interferometric circuits with many components in a small footprint and has the potential to extend these experiments to larger numbers of interfering modes. However, loss has generally limited the implementation of multi-photon experiments in this platform. Here, we make use of high-efficiency grating couplers to combine bright and pure quantum light sources based on ppKTP waveguides with silicon circuits. We interfere up to 5 photons in up to 15 modes, verifying genuine multi-photon interference by comparing the results against various models including partial distinguishability between photons.

In this work we demonstrate multi-photon interference between up to 5 photons in 13 and 15 mode Haar-random interferometers on a silicon chip, each occupying less than 1mm². The photons are generated using SPDC in two waveguides on the same periodically-poled potassium titanyl phosphate (ppKTP) crystal. ppKTP waveguides can generate pure and indistinguishable photons with high collection efficiency, and very high levels of squeezing are available with moderate pump power. High-efficiency grating couplers, with an apodized grating structure and metal back-reflectors, are used to couple the photons on and off the silicon chip with low-loss. On the silicon chip, the modes are combined using the interferometer design proposed in [30], which can realise any unitary transformation while minimising the propagation distance through the interferometer. We compare our results to models which include partial distinguishability between photons.
FIG. 1. (a) SPDC source setup, comprising Ti:Sapphire laser, interference filters (IF), polarizing beam-splitters (PBS), quarter waveplate (QWP), ppKTP waveguides, and fiber collection stages. (b) Measured joint spectral intensity of source A. (c) Normalized spectra of the generated photons, red and blue lines: signal and idler for source A; purple and yellow lines: signal and idler for source B. (d) Microscope image of a 15x15 interferometer realised as a network of directional couplers on a silicon chip. (e) Vertical structure of the chip, showing Si waveguide and grating coupler with a SiO₂ cladding, Au reflector below the grating coupler, bonded to a Si carrier by BCB.

The source setup is depicted in Fig. 1(a). A Ti:Sapphire laser generates pump pulses at 769nm with 76MHz repetition rate and is filtered to a bandwidth of 2nm by a pair of angle-tuned interference filters. The pulses are split into two paths by a polarizing beamsplitter then coupled to two near-identical waveguides in the same ppKTP crystal, where type II SPDC occurs, generating degenerate photon pairs at 1538nm. A movable delay in one pump path is used to adjust the arrival time between the two sources. The generated photons are separated by polarization, filtered, and collected into fiber. Translation stages on two of the fiber ports adjust the timing between pairs of photons from the same source.

An advantage of SPDC in ppKTP in this configuration is that the spectral correlation between the signal and idler from each source is minimised, so that the photons arrive at the interferometer in a near pure state without the need for narrow filtering [23]. The filters after the sources have a 10nm bandwidth, which is wide enough to transmit the central peak of the photons’ spectra while blocking the pump light, the side-lobes resulting from the phase-matching sinc function, and a broad background of photons resulting from SPDC involving higher-order spatial modes. Fig. 1(b) shows the joint spectral intensity of source A after filtering, measured using a time-of-flight spectrometer based on dispersion compensating fiber followed by single photon detectors. No spectral correlation is apparent. Fig. 1(c) shows the 4 individual spectra for signal and idler photons from the 2 sources - here, slight differences in central wavelength and bandwidth are apparent, resulting in some distinguishability. The difference in bandwidth between signal and idler originates from the fact that their group velocities in ppKTP are not exactly symmetrically spaced to either side of that of the pump pulse.

Fig. 1(d) shows a microscope image of the 15x15 mode interferometer and Fig. 1(e) shows the vertical structure of the chip. The interferometer was fabricated by e-beam lithography and inductively coupled plasma etching on 220nm silicon-on-insulator. It comprises a network of 105 directional couplers (DC) in a square mesh. This geometry can realise any unitary transformation given particular choices of the DC transmission coefficients and of the phase-shifts between DCs [30]. It is also possible to directly create a Haar-random unitary by choosing the transmission coefficients according to particular probability distributions, which are dependent on the position of the DC within the network [31] [32]. Meanwhile all phase-shifts are chosen from uniform random distributions. Here, the DC coefficients were chosen using these distributions then translated into the corresponding lengths of the coupling region, while the phase-shifts were randomised by slight differences in path-length between DCs. The photons are coupled between the silicon chip and a fiber array using high-efficiency grating couplers. Here, the grating lines are made up of a pattern of nanoscale holes, which are varied in size to appodize the fiber. The interference filters (IF), polarizing beam-splitters (PBS), quarter waveplate (QWP), ppKTP waveguides, and fiber collection stages. (b) Measured joint spectral intensity of source A. (c) Normalized spectra of the generated photons, red and blue lines: signal and idler for source A; purple and yellow lines: signal and idler for source B. (d) Microscope image of a 15x15 interferometer realised as a network of directional couplers on a silicon chip. (e) Vertical structure of the chip, showing Si waveguide and grating coupler with a SiO₂ cladding, Au reflector below the grating coupler, bonded to a Si carrier by BCB.

The source setup is depicted in Fig. 1(a). A Ti:Sapphire laser generates pump pulses at 769nm with 76MHz repetition rate and is filtered to a bandwidth of 2nm by a pair of angle-tuned interference filters. The pulses are split into two paths by a polarizing beamsplitter then coupled to two near-identical waveguides in the same ppKTP crystal, where type II SPDC occurs, generating degenerate photon pairs at 1538nm. A movable delay in one pump path is used to adjust the arrival time between the two sources. The generated photons are separated by polarization, filtered, and collected into fiber. Translation stages on two of the fiber ports adjust the timing between pairs of photons from the same source.

An advantage of SPDC in ppKTP in this configuration is that the spectral correlation between the signal and idler from each source is minimised, so that the photons arrive at the interferometer in a near pure state without the need for narrow filtering [23]. The filters after the sources have a 10nm bandwidth, which is wide enough to transmit the central peak of the photons’ spectra while blocking the pump light, the side-lobes resulting from the phase-matching sinc function, and a broad background of photons resulting from SPDC involving higher-order spatial modes. Fig. 1(b) shows the joint spectral intensity of source A after filtering, measured using a time-of-flight spectrometer based on dispersion compensating fiber followed by single photon detectors. No spectral correlation is apparent. Fig. 1(c) shows the 4 individual spectra for signal and idler photons from the 2 sources - here, slight differences in central wavelength and bandwidth are apparent, resulting in some distinguishability. The difference in bandwidth between signal and idler originates from the fact that their group velocities in ppKTP are not exactly symmetrically spaced to either side of that of the pump pulse.

Fig. 1(d) shows a microscope image of the 15x15 mode interferometer and Fig. 1(e) shows the vertical structure of the chip. The interferometer was fabricated by e-beam lithography and inductively coupled plasma etching on 220nm silicon-on-insulator. It comprises a network of 105 directional couplers (DC) in a square mesh. This geometry can realise any unitary transformation given particular choices of the DC transmission coefficients and of the phase-shifts between DCs [30]. It is also possible to directly create a Haar-random unitary by choosing the transmission coefficients according to particular probability distributions, which are dependent on the position of the DC within the network [31] [32]. Meanwhile all phase-shifts are chosen from uniform random distributions. Here, the DC coefficients were chosen using these distributions then translated into the corresponding lengths of the coupling region, while the phase-shifts were randomised by slight differences in path-length between DCs. The photons are coupled between the silicon chip and a fiber array using high-efficiency grating couplers. Here, the grating lines are made up of a pattern of nanoscale holes, which are varied in size to appodize the fiber.
Metal bottom mirrors are also used to prevent emission from below the gratings into the substrate. To fabricate the bottom mirrors, Ti and Au were first patterned above the grating couplers, then the chip was flip-bonded to a Si wafer using benzocyclobuten (BCB). The original substrate of the chip was removed to allow access from above in the new orientation [33]. At the optimum wavelength of 1547nm the grating couplers achieve a coupling loss of approximately 1dB; however, at the photons’ wavelength of 1538nm this is increased to 1.5dB. Values as low as 0.58dB have been achieved elsewhere, approaching the coupling efficiencies seen between fibre and silica waveguides [33]. The output fibers are connected to superconducting nanowire single photon detectors having a detection efficiency of approximately 85%.

For the 13 mode (15 mode) interferometer, a 4x13 (4x15) transfer matrix was characterized, since in the following experiments only up to 4 input modes were used. First the absolute values of the matrix were measured by injecting single photons into each input sequentially and monitoring the counts at every output. Then two photon interference was used to retrieve the complex phases of the matrix [36, 37]. Pairs of photons from source A were injected into two input modes, and their relative delay was scanned to locate a Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) dip. The two photon coincidence rates were monitored for all combinations of two output modes, all of which contain a HOM dip or anti-dip with a visibility depending on the internal phases of the interferometer. This was repeated for the 6 possible choices of two out of four inputs. This provided a set of 468 (630) HOM visibilities; some contain a larger statistical uncertainty than others because of the variation in count rates between choices of input/output combination. A maximum likelihood optimization was then used to retrieve the phases based on all of the visibilities and their corresponding uncertainties. The results are shown in Fig. [2] Since multi-photon interference is not sensitive to external phase-shifts on the inputs and outputs of the interferometer, the phases of the first row and column are set to zero. A continuous-wave laser at 1539nm was also used to make a classical measurement of the overall transmission through the chips, averaged over the first 4 inputs. The transmission was 39% for the 13 mode interferometer and 35% for the 15 mode interferometer.

Three photons were then injected into the 13 mode interferometer, with source A generating a photon pair in the first two inputs and source B used to herald a single photon which was injected into the third input. The distribution of counts over the 286 possible collision-free output combinations is shown in Fig. [3](a), after 2 hours of integration time at a count rate of 1.8Hz. The ideal distribution was also calculated, by taking permanents of 3x3 sub-matrices from the transfer matrix. The fidelity between experimental and ideal distributions is

\[ F = \left( \frac{\sum_{j} \sqrt{p_{j} q_{j}}}{\sum_{j} p_{j} q_{j}} \right)^{2} = 0.98, \]

with \( p_{j} \) and \( q_{j} \) the ideal and measured distributions normalised to sum to 1.

A more sensitive measure is the distance,

\[ D = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j} |p_{j} - q_{j}| = 0.097, \]

which varies from 0 when the distributions are identical to 1 when they do not overlap. We use \( D \) as a measure to compare the experimental results to several theoretical models containing partial distinguishability, in particular aiming to rule out models which do not contain genuine 3 photon interference. We use the general expression for the event probabilities [27]:

\[ P_{M} = \sum_{\rho, \sigma \in S_{N}} \prod_{j=1}^{N} M_{\sigma_{j}, j} M_{\rho_{j}, j}^{\ast} x_{\sigma_{j}, \rho_{j}}, \]

where \( N \) is the total number of photons, \( M \) is an NxN submatrix of the transfer matrix corresponding to a particular choice of \( N \) input and output modes, and \( x_{j,k} \) is the overlap parameter between the \( j \)th and \( k \)th photons. \( \rho \) and \( \sigma \) refer to permutations of the indices 1 to \( N \), and are summed over the symmetric group \( S_{N} \). One obvious case which contains 2 photon but not 3 photon interference is that where one of the photons is completely distinguishable but the others interfere perfectly. Conversely, it may be more accurate to consider some uniform overlap \( x \) between any pair of the photons. Following [28], in this case the probability can be expressed as a series in \( x \):

\[ P_{M} = P_{M}^{(0)} + x^{2} P_{M}^{(2)} + x^{3} P_{M}^{(3)} \]
FIG. 3. (a) Distribution of counts for 3 photons in a 13x13 interferometer. (b) Distance from various theoretical models: (i) ideal indistinguishable photons; (ii) partially distinguishable photons; (iii) truncated at two photon interference; (iv)-(vi) respectively the first, second, and third photon is completely distinguishable while the other two interfere perfectly; (vii) all distinguishable photons. Error bars are based on Monte Carlo simulation of Poissonian count statistics.

FIG. 4. (a) Distribution of counts for 4 photons in a 13x13 interferometer. (b) Distance from various theoretical models: (i) ideal indistinguishable photons; (ii) partially distinguishable photons; (iii) truncated at three photon interference; (iv) truncated at two photon interference; (v) all distinguishable photons.

where $x^k P_M^{(k)}$ can loosely be thought of as the contribution from $k$ photon interference, with $P_M^{(0)}$ the probability for completely distinguishable photons. For $x < 1$ the higher-order contributions are increasingly attenuated, and truncating the series at some $k$ may provide an accurate approximation while being easier to compute classically than the full model; in this case, neglecting $P_M^{(3)}$ while keeping $P_M^{(2)}$.

Fig. 3(b) shows the distances of the 3 photon data to the various theoretical models. To estimate uncertainties we simulate Poissonian count statistics many times, calculating $D$ each time then taking its mean and standard deviation. This generally increases $D$ compared to its raw value. (i) uses the ideal distribution with perfect overlaps. (ii) includes a uniform overlap parameter $x$ while retaining all orders of interference. By optimising over $x$, a slight decrease in $D$ is seen. (iii) is based on the truncated model, effectively keeping 2 photon interference but neglecting 3 photon interference. (iv) to (vi) are the three cases where two of the photons interfere perfectly but the other one is completely distinguishable from them. (vii) is the case where all photons are completely distinguishable from each other. The models (iii)-(vii) do not contain 3 photon interference, and all have significantly larger $D$ than (i) or (ii), so we can tentatively conclude that our results do contain significant contributions from 3 photon interference.

The degree of distinguishability between photons is largely a measure of the quality of the states generated by the SPDC sources - however the observation of multi-photon interference also confirms that the interferometer functions correctly and does not introduce distinguishability. For example the internal path lengths could differ, or the DC reflectivities could vary with wavelength over the bandwidth of the photons. It has also been seen that multi-mode interferometer devices, which are often used as beamsplitters in silicon photonics, can introduce temporal distinguishability between broadband photons [38]. It can be shown [35] that such distinguishability induced by the circuit can be incorporated into the same expression for the event probabilities as in Eq. 2.

Four photons were then injected into the same interferometer, by connecting the four channels from the sources to the four input modes. There are multiple ways to generate a four photon event in this configuration: each source can generate a pair of photons, or either of the sources can generate two pairs, all with equal probability. We assume that the phases between these different contributions vary randomly over the time of the experiment, due to fluctuations in the bulk optics around the sources and the fibers connecting the source setup to the interferometer, such that we can treat the input state as an incoherent mixture of the three contributions. The experimental distribution over the 715 output combinations, shown in Fig. 4(a) after 5 hours of integration at a rate of 0.8Hz, has a fidelity $F = 0.97$ and a raw distance
Noting that in the three photon case, the truncated series expansion model came closest to describing the results without including three photon interference (i.e. model iii came closer to describing that data than models iv-vii), we now compare the four photon results to this model with different levels of truncation. Fig. 4(b) shows the distances to the different models, with (i) the ideal case of indistinguishable photons and (ii) the model with partial distinguishability but including all orders of interference. (iii) is the truncated series model neglecting four photon interference but keeping lower orders; (iv) is the case of completely distinguishable photons. With the exception of (i) and (v), the overlap parameter \( x \) has been optimised separately for each case to minimise the distance. It can be seen that this process improves the distance to the experimental results for (ii) compared to (i). Then for each successive level of approximation the distance is increased, suggesting that all orders of interference up to 4 photons are required to describe the experimental data. However, the increase with each level of approximation is less dramatic than in the 3 photon case. The full model with partial distinguishability is slightly further from the experimental results than before, which is probably explained by various errors having a larger effect, such as slight uncertainties in the characterization of the transfer matrix, non-uniform overlap parameters, imperfect spectral purity, and statistical errors. More surprisingly, the 2nd order truncated model which contains \( P_M^{(0)} \) and \( P_M^{(2)} \) comes closer to the experiment for 4 photons than for 3 - it may be that using an incoherent mixture of 4 photon input states washes out higher-order interference effects to some extent, so that the truncated models become better approximations.

Finally, we test 5 photon interference, now using the 15 mode interferometer. Here, source A generates 2 photon pairs, such that there are 2 photons at both input 1 and input 2; meanwhile source B generates a heralded single photon which is injected into input 4. There are 3003 possible output combinations, and combined with the reduced event rate of a few per hour this makes it impractical to accumulate an accurate picture of the output distribution. The low event rate is not solely due to the reduced probability of generating and detecting higher numbers of photons - for the case of ideal interference, only 15% of events are expected to be collision-free with each photon arriving at a different output port. Since we use threshold detectors, the \( \sim 85\% \) of events with 2 or more photons sharing an output are not registered as coincidences. This could be remedied by using photon-number resolving detectors, but in general it is the collision-free cases that are hardest to simulate classically [2]. This demonstrates the need to increase the number of interfering modes in order to have meaningful boson sampling with 4 photons. Instead of calculating the distance or fidelity of the output to a model distribution, we consider the likelihood ratio, defined here as the direct ratio between the probability that the set of samples \( \vec{S} \) came from a model \( A \) or a model \( B \):

\[
L = \frac{P(\vec{S}|A)}{P(\vec{S}|B)}.
\]

Below we set model \( B \) to be the ideal case of indistinguishable photons, and set \( A \) to be various alternatives that do not contain 5 photon interference, such that a value below 1 suggests the photons are interfering correctly.

In Fig. 5(a) we plot \( L \) as a function of the number of samples for different truncations of the series expansion. It can be seen that the line corresponding to completely distinguishable photons decays very rapidly, and that after a few samples \( L \) is close to zero. Similarly the model containing 2 photon interference contributions has decayed after around 15 samples. The models containing 3 and 4 photon interference perform better, but over 30 samples can clearly be seen to be decaying. In Fig. 5(b) we consider the models where just one of the photons is
distinguishable from the others - the cases with a distinguishable photon at input 2 or 4 decay rapidly, while the case with a distinguishable photon at input 1 does better but has still decayed significantly over 30 samples.

In all cases, the results are more likely to have come from genuine multi-photon interference than from any of the alternatives. This clearly does not rule out all possible models which do not contain 5 photon interference - it may well be possible to find a better fit to the experimental data by varying more free parameters, such as more general choices of the overlap parameters between photons, or by changing the unitary matrix. Nonetheless we have ruled out a selection of physically motivated models which use the transfer matrix obtained from seemingly reliable single photon and two photon measurements, and which consider the representative cases of either a uniform level of distinguishability between photons or just one photon being entirely distinguishable from the others. In particular, when we consider the series expansion of the event probability with uniform distinguishability, we see that including successive terms in the series, corresponding to higher orders of interference, leads to an increasingly good approximation to the data. While it does not have to be the case at the level of individual event probabilities that including more terms monotonically improves the approximation, it is reassuring to see that this is the case in the aggregate, with each term leading to an appreciable improvement in the distance or likelihood ratio to the data.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated interference between 3, 4, and 5 photons in integrated silicon photonic circuits. The photons were generated off-chip using SPDC in ppKTP waveguides, which provide a bright, efficient, and reproducible source of pure and indistinguishable photon pairs. The usual difficulty in interfering photons from SPDC sources in silicon circuits is the low transmission through the chip - this was obviated here by the use of high-efficiency grating couplers to get the photons on- and off-chip, and by a compact and low-loss interferometer design. This has enabled 5 photon interference in a 15 mode Haar-random interferometer. However, the rate of 5 photon events remains low in comparison to boson sampling with bulk-optic interferometers and the most efficient sources available [318], which emphasises the need to further reduce loss, and to increase the number of sources, which would improve the generation rate for higher photon numbers in a scattershot or Gaussian boson sampling scenario.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

FABRICATION FLOW

FIG. 6. The fabrication flow.

The fabrication flow is shown in Fig. 6. (i) The device was fabricated on a 220 nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) sample. (ii) First, standard SOI processing, including e-beam lithography and inductively coupled plasma etching processes, was used to fabricate the silicon waveguides and grating couplers. (iii) Then, a thickness of 3 µm SiO$_2$ layer was coated on the top of the fabricated device and planarized by chemical mechanical polishing, resulting in a flat surface. The thickness of the SiO$_2$ needs to be controlled carefully to optimize the grating coupler, because it will define the distance from the grating coupler to the bottom mirror, and the field reflected from the bottom mirror should interfere constructively with that directly diffracted by the grating coupler [34]. (iv) Afterward, 5 nm of Ti and 100 nm of Au were patterned right above the grating coupler to form the bottom mirror. (v) The sample was then flip-bonded to a silicon carrier wafer through a chip to wafer bonding process using benzocyclobuten (BCB). (vi) Finally, the substrate of the chip was removed by mechanical grinding and dry etching.

DISTINGUISHABILITY INTRODUCED BY A LINEAR OPTICAL CIRCUIT

The effects of partial distinguishability between photons in multiphoton interference have been investigated thoroughly, both in theory and experiment. Normally it is assumed that the partial distinguishability exists in the photons at the start of the interferometer, and is most likely a property of the single photon source. Less attention has been given to imperfections in the interferometer which could introduce distinguishability; for instance mismatched internal path lengths or group-velocity dispersion could create temporal distinguishability, stray birefringence could rotate the photons’ polarization, and the beamsplitter ratios could be frequency dependent, creating correlation between a photon’s path through the interferometer and its spectral state. Below, we show that these imperfections can conveniently be incorporated into the tensor-permanent form used for partially distinguishable photons [27], and hence that this model is a very general way to describe non-ideal multi-photon interference.

We consider the event probability for photons in input ports 1 to $N$ to be found at the output ports 1 to $N$ given a transfer matrix $M_{j,k}^{\omega,\omega'}$. This transformation acts not just on the port degree of freedom, but on an internal degree of freedom $\omega$. The input state contains single photons in modes 1 to $N$, with internal states $f_j(\omega)$.

$$|\psi_{\text{in}}\rangle = \prod_{j=1}^{N} \left( \int d\omega \ f_j(\omega)a_{j,\omega}^\dagger \right) |0\rangle.$$  

After the circuit, the component of the state with photons at output ports 1 to $N$ is given by

$$|\psi_{\text{out}}\rangle = \sum_{\sigma \in S_N} \prod_{j=1}^{N} \left( \int d\omega d\omega' \ M_{\sigma,j}^{\omega,\omega'} f_{\sigma,j}(\omega)a_{j,\omega'}^\dagger \right) |0\rangle ,$$
where we sum over all permutations of the photons between input and output, and apply the permutation to the input port indices, such that \( f_j(\omega) \) becomes \( f_{r_j}(\omega) \). Then take the projection onto an output state with a photon at each port with internal degree of freedom \( \Omega_j \):

\[
\langle \phi \rangle = \langle 0 | \prod_{j=1}^{N} a_{j,\Omega_j}
\]

\[
\langle \phi | \psi_{\text{out}} \rangle = \sum_{\sigma \in S_N} \prod_{j=1}^{N} \int d\omega d\omega' \ M_{\sigma,j}^{\omega\omega'} f_{\sigma_j}(\omega) \delta(\Omega_j - \omega') = \sum_{\sigma \in S_N} \prod_{j=1}^{N} \int d\omega \ M_{\sigma,j}^{\omega\Omega_j} f_{\sigma_j}(\omega).
\]

The overall event probability is the absolute square of the overlap, integrated over all the \( \Omega \) to trace out the internal degrees of freedom:

\[
P = \int d\Omega \sum_{\sigma,\rho \in S_N} \prod_{j=1}^{N} \left( \int d\omega \ M_{\sigma,j}^{\omega\Omega_j} f_{\sigma_j}(\omega) \right) \left( \int d\omega \ M_{\rho,j}^{\omega\Omega_j} f_{\rho_j}(\omega) \right)^*.
\]

Since each term inside the summation and product only depends on one of the \( \Omega_j \)'s, this integral can also be moved inside:

\[
P = \sum_{\sigma,\rho \in S_N} \prod_{j=1}^{N} \int d\Omega \left( \int d\omega \ M_{\sigma,j}^{\omega\Omega_j} f_{\sigma_j}(\omega) \right) \left( \int d\omega \ M_{\rho,j}^{\omega\Omega_j} f_{\rho_j}(\omega) \right)^*.
\]

This can be expressed as a tensor permanent:

\[
P = \sum_{\sigma,\rho \in S_N} \prod_{j=1}^{N} W_{\sigma,j,\rho,j} \quad W_{j,k,l} = \int d\Omega \left( \int d\omega \ M_{j,l}^{\omega\Omega_j} f_j(\omega) \right) \left( \int d\omega \ M_{k,l}^{\omega\Omega_j} f_k(\omega) \right)^*.
\]

\( W \) is the inner product of two unnormalised internal states which incorporate the effect of the linear optical transformation:

\[
W_{j,k,l} = \int d\Omega \ V_{j,l}^{\Omega_j} V_{k,l}^{\Omega_k*} \quad V_{j,k}^{\Omega_j} = \int d\omega \ M_{j,k}^{\omega\Omega_j} f_j(\omega).
\]

\( V_{j,k}^{\Omega_j} \) is the amplitude associated with having a single photon at output \( k \) and frequency \( \Omega \) given one input photon at port \( j \) with spectrum \( f_j(\omega) \). There is some redundancy in the description of an input internal state \( f_j(\omega) \) and a circuit which can operate on the internal state - we could as easily start from any generic set of internal states, then incorporate transformations acting on the internal state at the start of the circuit to map it to the true state. The state after the circuit could more simply have been written in terms of \( V \):

\[
|\psi_{\text{out}} \rangle = \sum_{\sigma \in S_N} \prod_{j=1}^{N} \left( \int d\omega \ V_{\sigma,j}^{\omega} a_{j,\omega}^\dagger \right) |0 \rangle,
\]

\( W_{j,j,k} \) is the probability of a single photon transitioning from port \( j \) to \( k \) with the internal state traced out, which is real and non-negative:

\[
W_{j,j,k} = \int d\Omega |V_{j,j,k}^{\Omega_j}|^2.
\]

The other elements of \( W_{j,k,l} \) are complex numbers which contain the relative phase and a measure of the coherence between the two transitions \( j \to l \) and \( k \to l \). We have that \( W_{j,k,l} = W_{k,j,l}^* \). Unlike a general description of a quantum channel, \( W \) does not contain information about the coherence between transitions with different output ports - this is because we assume the state is measured directly after the transformation, so this coherence is not relevant. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

\[
|W_{j,k,l}| \leq \sqrt{W_{j,j,l} W_{k,k,l}}.
\]

This inequality is saturated, i.e. \( |W_{j,k,l}| = \sqrt{W_{j,j,l} W_{k,k,l}} \), when the photons are identical and the unitary has no dependence on the internal state, which is a return to the ideal case of perfect interference. This shows that the effect of the circuit on the internal states and the dependence of the transfer matrix on the internal states can only act to reduce these coherences (and potentially change their phase) relative to the incoherent transition probabilities, in the same manner as partial distinguishability between photons does.